Day 27: Poem – The Seekers

Quote

The World is a book, and those who do not travel read only a page.
Saint Augustine
Bible Verse

Direct me in the path of your commands, for there I
find delight.

Psalm 119:35

Inspiration
The Seekers John Masefield
FRIENDS and loves we have none, nor wealth nor blessed abode,
But the hope of the City of God at the other end of the road.
Not for us are content, and quiet, and peace of mind,
For we go seeking a city that we shall never find.
There is no solace on earth for us--for such as we-Who search for a hidden city that we shall never see.
Only the road and the dawn, the sun, the wind, and the rain,
And the watch fire under stars, and sleep, and the road again.
We seek the City of God, and the haunt where beauty dwells,
And we find the noisy mart and the sound of burial bells.
Never the golden city, where radiant people meet,
But the dolorous town where mourners are going about the street.
We travel the dusty road till the light of the day is dim,
And sunset shows us spires away on the world's rim.
We travel from dawn to dusk, till the day is past and by,
Seeking the Holy City beyond the rim of the sky.
Friends and loves we have none, nor wealth nor blest abode,
But the hope of the City of God at the other end of the road.

Journaling
What disappointments have you met with during your life?
Is it better to ‘travel hopefully than to arrive’?
What occasion or holiday has been less or better than your expectations?

Technique Challenge
Wax resist. You can do this with wax crayons or with a candle.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FctkXC8irNE
or this blog tutorial
http://balzerdesigns.typepad.com/balzer_designs/2012/03/crayon-background.html

